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Don’t Miss Painting Where the Wild Things Are - June 9 - Effie Yeaw Nature Center

 

By Cathy George
American River Parkway landscapes, plants, and animals will 

once again be highlighted in original artwork at the third annual 

Painting Where the Wild Things Are Gala and Art Auction at 

-

Pappas, renowned local artist, jury this 

-

Artwork that is selected will be displayed 

-

every species and genus of  plant in the world, he assumed 

-

tanical diversity that he exhorted botanists to know the key 

characteristics of  every genus should they desire to be called 

By modern standards his effort, and its attendant exhor-

number of  genera and species is far greater than Linnaeus 

that every species was discrete and unchanging, specially 

Darwin, a hundred years later, that the concept of  special 

mischiefs, convinced us the world is a lot older and messier 

a series of  nomenclatural upheavals nearly certain to vex even 

learning the local plants, you might understandably be a bit 

exasperated to learn that the beautiful asters you see on your 

Erigeron
has been changed to the genus Conyza, which also includes 

These, and many other recent changes point up a com-

mon complaint of  that elect segment of  the population who 

-

-

see Flora, page 4
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President’s Message
The Most Important Thing

But for many it is a much deeper feeling, a sense that you are where you belong; 

connection was sowed early in life when the smell of  blue oak woodland on a lazy 

summer day, or the mesmerizing movement of  water in the river bonded with an 

otherwise pleasant childhood experience to create an “imprint” on their personal 

Providing the opportunities for this im-

print, this connection to nature, is a life-long 

nature, and nature to people” establishes our 

-

menting this mission for young people is the 

work against children receiving exposure to 

the outdoors and establishing that imprint 

these are the electronic entertainments that 

encourage sedentary lives; the lack of  readily 

accessible, informal open space in communities; and the diminished funding for 

Our organization has wonderful resources to provide environmental education 

and volunteers, and the exceptional generosity of  many individual and corporate 

accommodate so many visitors per year without risking deterioration of  the nature 

must reach out farther into the community to expand opportunities for pleasant, 

Developing new programs, or reinvigorating old ones, to reach out can take 

-

munications technologies can be useful in reaching out to make kids and parents 

aware of  natural places near neighborhoods and providing information about 

Developing a network with programs and institutions that have similar goals can 

provide mutual support in program sharing, transportation sharing, marketing 

see Message, next page
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The new 4th edition of Biking and Hiking 
the American River Parkway is available 

at the Discovery Shop inside the Effie Yeaw 
Nature Center, and selected local book-

On the day of  the gala and auction, 

creating plein air paintings throughout 

invited to watch the artists at work and 

their paintings will be for sale during the 

participate in the plein air event, contact 

to the art auction, there will be a greatly 

expanded silent auction of  gift items and 

experiences, including theatre and concert 

-

-

-

-

-

We hope you are able to join us for this 

exciting evening with friends and fellow 

nature lovers to support the work of  the 

-

to help children and adults experience 

the beauty and diversity of  the American 

One More Reason To Attend Gala

As an incentive to build attendance 

Things Are Art Auction and Gala, local 

-

ing copies of  her award-winning book 

Carmichael–Americana on the Move for at-

“This is my effort to help this fantastic 

The book is a beautiful, full color photo 

number of  books she would donate, only 

that it can be only one per family/house-

represents fantastic value for the ticket 

 

a broad cadre of  docent volunteers 

who can provide guided tours in a 

variety of  locations will increase the 

opportunities for nature experiences 

of  the ideas that might be developed 

goal of  bringing people to nature, and 

ideas and the energy and dedication of  

the many volunteers who make the or-

that conveying that sense of  wonder in 

the natural world to the next generation 

is “the most important thing”, please 

come offer your ideas and energy to 

Message, from previous page Gala, from page one

ARNHA Webmaster Georgia Jones Dies at 77

That was a typical memory offered by those who knew and worked with Georgia, who died of cancer in a nursing 

Kari Bauer, another committee member, was a member of the nature center docent class with Georgia in 1999. 

Huntington WV, and they were married in 1960. Georgia worked for many years at the California Employment Development Department.   
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ary theory to understand the plots and 

consider what scientists are attempting 

to do 

What’s In a Name?

-

entist anywhere in the world will know 

exactly what organism is attached to 

-

tem also strives to encapsulate certain 

other sorts of  information, and thereby 

transcend the tedium of  functioning as 

we would have our name system serve 

as an instrument of  science, revealing 

evolutionary patterns, allowing insights 

into the biology of  adaptive traits, and, 

in proportion to its accuracy, conferring 

functions of  our taxonomic scheme 

-

gram” of  modern botany (and biology 

content to classify organisms by arbi-

grouped plants by the number of  

But, modern taxonomists have steadily 

to pursue a fundamentally different and 

aim to reconstruct the evolutionary 

-

discover the relationships between 

organisms, and craft not mere names, 

The notion that the names should be 

maps to what we know about the evolu-

tion of  organisms has created a set of  

rules for taxonomy that both increases 

-

ply put, the primary policy is that names 

should be given only to evolutionary 

comprise all the organisms who share a 

common ancestor and they must share 

this common ancestor more recently 

to entire lineages and not selected parts 

The policy of  naming only lineages 

presents challenges for taxonomists, and 

this is one of  the major reasons names 

huge amounts of  data on relationships, 

especially data derived from molecules 

the evolutionary relationships has been 

-

a vast lily family, containing the typical 

big orange or yellow lilies plus tulips, 

-

ions, soap plant, agaves and yuccas, blue 

ornamental cabbage tree (Cordyline
When we pieced together the re-

lationships among this motley group, 

the swollen lily family clearly did not 

-

more closely related to agaves than to 

in between these two are the irises and 

subsume irises and orchids into the lily 

family, so for the lily family (Liliaceae

A New California Flora

-

The 
Jepson Manual

-

The Outdoor World of  the Sacramento 
Region

-

nia Press has published a long awaited 

and heavily amended second edition of  

names of  “convenience” were explicitly 

eschewed in favor of  names that accu-

of  radical changes to the familiar names 

Flora, from page one

continued next page
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Aster 
chilense, are now in the genus Symphyotri-
chum

Taxodiaceae (which included

Sequoia 

and Sequoiadendron
into the cypress family, Cupressaceae
The milkweed family, Asclepiadaceae, has 

been subsumed into the dogbane family, 

Apocynaceae Hy-
drophyllaceae, which included yerba santa 

(Eriodictyon Nemophila 

into the borage family Boraginaceae
-

-

wort or snapdragon, and the purslane 

well-loved families have been mostly 

-

example, among the lilies,  the common 

soap plant (Chlorogalum pomeridianum
now in the agave fam-

ily, Agavaceae
Brodiaeas (Brodi-
aea spp. -

riel’s spear, wild 

hyacinth (Trite-
liea spp.

dicks (Dichelos-
tomma capitatum

are now in a new 

family Themidaceae
their own family, Alliaceae, and corn 

lily or false hellebore and the camas 

lilies (formerly in the genus Zigadenus, 
but now called Toxicoscordion
family Melanthiaceae

maids, both familiar plants of  the 

Montiaceae, along 

with the succulent lewisias and pussy-

paws (Calyptridium

purslane family, Portulacaceae, are mem-

bers of  the genus Portulaca

most recent advances in our under-

and provided you at least a cursory 

explanation of  why these advances lead

 

will replace any residue of  ire you har-

bor with wonder at our rapidly increas-

Michael Plotkin lives in Davis and visits 
the American River Parkway whenever he 
can. He has contributed several articles to The 
Acorn in the past. He is currently an Associate 
Professor at Mt. San Jacinto College, Riverside 
County. and teaches Biology.  

Golden

Aster

Telegraph

Weed

Purple

Aster

Horseweed

Miner’s

Lettuce

Yellow

Mariposa 

Lily

Blue

Dicks
Flora images are from the Outdoor World 

of  the Sacramento Region, revised color edition, 
with a publication date later this year.
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The organization of  park and recreation professionals es-

programs including the nature center named for school teacher 

and natural history classes for school children as well as the 

-

set to the Parkway, providing live animal exhibits, indoor special 

to have a direct, hands-on experience with wildlife in a natural 

open trail system that often provides a view of  wild turkey, deer, 

“The American River Parkway is a truly regional treasure 

environmental education and ‘bringing people to nature, and 

American River Association, also spoke, tracing the history and 

-

“The Parkway not only serves as natural habitat for a great 

variety of  wildlife but also as a resource providing opportuni-

ties for all forms of  recreation -- both active and passive on 

-

lion annually in direct and indirect spending for all Parkway 

on whether we take care to protect and preserve our community’s 

EYNC Key to Parkway ‘Treasure’ Honor
By Peter Hayes

Peter Hayes is co-chair 
of  ARNHA’s Publi-
cations Committee. A 
career journalist, he is au-
thor of  THE AMERICAN 
RIVER ALMANAC and 
AN AMERICAN RIVER 
JOURNAL and editor of  
several ARNHA pub-
lications. In 2009, he 
was named county 
parks Outstanding 
Volunteer by the 
County Board of  
Supervisors.
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Bird and Breakfast An 
Event to Remember

This year’s Bird and Breakfast, 

The sun shone, Bushtits and 

-

calls serenaded from above, and a river 

-

tertained a sold-out crowd of  

nests, and the usual home-made brunch 

featured an astounding array of  casse-

roles, nut breads, corn bread, homemade 

different toppings, strawberries, oranges, 

-

fee, and a variety of  hot-teas and cocoa 

for environmental education 

and science literacy programs 

Lee Wilner and 
Volunteers Honored

Lee Wilner, a “dedicated lead-

er who provides a voice of  reason 

and vision,” received extra recog-

-

-

-

tion signed by President David 

Wade, not only cited Lee for his 

Board leadership, but described 

him as “a volunteer who con-

personal resources, and multiple 

children and young adults to 

respect and preserve the environ-

ment and its animals, so that they 

don’t do like my generation and 

muck it up!”

capacity audience of  volunteers, relatives and friends,  “We’re having a great 

-

Susan Bristow,
help and fundraising; Donna D’Amico, animal care 

assistant; Sue Davis, docent; Rachel Freund, animal 

care; Linda Hoganson, receptionist; Gregg Hutchi-
see volunteers, next page Photos by Linda Thomas
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The Rewards of Reinforced
Outdoor, Hands-on Learning

by Sabreena Kasbati

estimate its purpose, the materials it is crafted from, and who in the village would 

-

edge, taught new knowledge, and provided perspective about the culture and how it 

-

Each project embodies in a powerful way new learning developed by the combina-

from the University of  California at Irvine. She joined us one year ago bringing with her eight years 
of  informal science education focusing on marine, aquatic, and environmental sciences.  

son, maintenance and special events; 

George Landry, animal care, mainte-

nance; Phyllis McGrath

Sakereh Carter, animal care; Marilyn 
Escobar, receptionist; Cathy George, 

receptionist; Ethan Glass, receptionist; 

Libby Harmor, special events; Bruce 
Kennedy Brandi 
Ross

Joey Johnson, fundraising as-

sistant; David Wade
Nancy Westlund

Cindy Dunning
Don Mongeau Gail 
Philippart

Elaine Hu-
jambojoie

Paula Baldi, -

Marjorie Denhart
hours, receptionist; Carol Doersch, 

Walter 
Dong
restoration; Peter Hayes,

ack 
Hiehle
restoration; Georgia Jones

Peggy Kennedy -

Nancy 
Oprsal
special events; Diane Ramsey
hours, receptionist; Greg Voelm, 

Liz 
Williamson
Board, receptionist, animal care; Lee 
Wilner
and special events; Roberta Wilner, 

volunteers, from previous page

Dakota Jones, a student in Amanda Lee’s 3rd grade class at St Mary’s Elementary 
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Donations January-March 2012

 Paula Baldi
 Frank & Melza Barr

 Victoria Bermudez
 Peggy & Bill Berry
 Scott Bristow
 David & Maxine Clark
 County of Sacramento – 

    Stormwater Quality Division
 Illa Collin
 Community Health Charities
 Betty Cooper
 Gloria & Ruth Cox
 Michael Cushing & 

    Ann McClintock

 Pat & William Dorman
 Richard Ellis
 Pamela Elmore
 Kate Eulberg
 Marilyn Evans
 Marilee & Steve Flannery
 Folsom Zoo docents
 Modeliene Fong
 Chantal & Rolf Frankenbach
 Stephanie Glaser

 Susan & Gary Harbison
 Mandi Hawley
 Rhonda & Stuart Heath
 Heinrich Property Management
 Rick Heron

 Claudia Hulbe
 Peggy & Bruce Kennedy

 Catherine & Stephen Knight
 Ann Kohl       

 Margorie & Les Lehr
 Rob & Dividica Leonard
 Christina Lewis

 Sylvia Mehlhaff

    Lori Christensen
 Meegan Nagy
 Christy Navarro
 Diana & Thomas Parker
 Ingrid Parry
 Norbert Pobanz

 Ruth Rezos
 Sacramento Audubon Society
 Carolyn Sandie
 Save the American River  

    Association
 SaveMart Supermarkets
 Kathy Schulz

 Lanna Seuret
 George Smith
 Soroptimist International of 

    Sacramento North
 Soroptimist International of 

    Greater Sacramento
 Laurence Stearns
 Dan Steele & Laurie Litman

 Dee Warencia
 Betsy & Fred Weiland 
 Western Health Advantage
 Aimee White
 Marilyn Wolf
 Murray Smith Work
 Ruth Younger 

Safeguarding Our Oaks
     

preservation of  oaks on a preliminary Action Plan of  the newly-

-

that oak woodlands are recognized in state legislation as “vital 

must determine whether that project may result in a conversion 

-

Besides striving to preserve our native open space areas, 

-

ing local native species, planting acorns, and protecting oak 

 Do not plant non-local oak trees, which may hybridize 

with local oak trees, possibly resulting in loss of  local genetic 

mate

Below: Galls are shelters built 
in collaboration between the 
oak tree and insects. 
Top right: Black Oak. 
Bottom right: Valley Oak.
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On Coping With Rattlesnakes
By Paul Tebbel 

October  when Alex McHardy was bitten by a rattlesnake.  In the following article he offers advice 
on avoiding a rattlesnake bite and what to do if  you encounter a rattlesnake victim.

 Even though most snakes are not poisonous, avoid picking up or playing with 

 Tap ahead of  you with a walking stick before entering an area where you can’t 

 When hiking in an area known to have snakes, wear long pants and boots if  

someone bitten by a snake, call 911 if  you think it might be a rattlesnake bite

-

Ask a Naturalist  . . . 

Q. Why are the owls on display awake?  They are nocturnal, so shouldn’t they be 

sleeping?

A.

KIWANIS CLUB 10TH ANNUAL 
“Taste” of Carmchael”

Saturday, May 19
4:30-8:00 p.m.

La Sierra Community Center 
Tickets are $35 and limited on a 

tickets sold at the Nature Center.  

Checks made out to:

 

GALA TICKETS ON SALE NOW 
Painting where the Wild Things Are

Saturday, June 9

 

SUMMER CONCERT SERIES

Concert Jazz Pianist Tammy Hall 

June 22. Jazz/Pop Artist Ricky 
Berger will appear on Friday, July 

20.  You can purchase tickets 

together.  Seating is limited.

 
FREE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

SATURDAYS AT 10:30 A.M.
SUNDAYS AT 1:30 P.M.

at sacnaturecenter.net 
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ARNHA Membership 
Reaches Thousand 

Mark

A round of  applause greeted the news 

-

-

-

the need for more members to continue 

See how he runs
A yellowish-brown object explodes out of  the long grass and, like a 

foot bounds carry it over the top of  the embankment, just as a prowling 

We have just witnessed the principal means of  survival of  the valley’s 

black-tailed hare, or jackrabbit as it is better known, thanks to its jackass-

the tall grass, but it depends on its powerful hind legs to carry it to safety 

mutation, or sudden change in a rabbit’s biological makeup, caused it 

passed along to descendants, giving them the means of  outdistancing 

-

This natural selection process was good for jackrabbits, not so good 

elsewhere the balance of  nature is tilted in the jackrabbits’s favor as 

sheepmen successfully campaign to eliminate the coyote, another of  the 

jackrabbit’s natural enemies,

Aesop may have been right--slow and steady wins the race for the 

its reputed ability to produce young every six weeks, almost guarantee it 

 

From An American River Journal, published by ARNHA.  It features drawings 
by ARNHA co-founder Jo Glasson Smith and nature essays by Peter Hayes, retired 
newspaper editor and ARNHA associate board member. The book is available for 

ARNHA.org “Podcasts” to hear readings of  the essays by the author.
 

       

Young at Heart Program 
Reaches Out to Seniors

Young at Heart program!  This program 

is designed for seniors—both the active 

-

munity centers, assisted living homes, 

 A naturalist will bring raptors, snakes, 

presentation to educate and entertain 

your group!  Or, even better, you may 

bring your group here for a customized 

program that can include owls, hawks, 

based power-point programs on raptors, 

reptiles, the gold rush, and more, which 

can be followed by nature hikes of  any 

This is a 
perfect gift for those folks who have everything 
they need, but would enjoy visiting with an 

owl up close, or taking a slow paced walk 

sponsoring 
one of  our Young at Heart programs 

for a senior center or assisted care facility 
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New Members

Check out EYNC Programs at www.SacNatureCenter.net

 Sarah Ball
 Karyl & Tom Balsbaugh
 Will & Laura Barrett
 Amy Becker
 Carole Bender
 Sharon Bogart
 Erica Booth
 Sharon Boyd-Morales
 Stephanie Brain
 Dennis & Meg Bryerton

 Marisa Cheung
 Nancy Ciraulo
 Luanne Clayton
 Lewis & Penny Clement
 Amy Cusack
 Anna Dalekorey
 Paul Dauer
 Mary & Kirk Davies
 Dawn Dayce
 Toni Fairall

 Nancy Gervais
 Katherine & Eli Groppo
 Harold Harrington
 Daniel Hawley
 Greg Heise

 Sharon Helmar
 Susan Herman
 Melissa Hirth
 Piper Medical-Inventech
 Natalio Karovaymayo

 Margaret Larson
 Kelly Mahoney

 Danielle McCarthy

 Darlynn Meguiar

 Shannon Mooney

 Lisa Murawski

 Palinee Ransi
 Kimberley Remen
 Patty Richardson

 Theresa Robinson

 Alison & Rob Sawyer
 Kathy Schulz
 Sandra Smoley

 Susie Stefanic

 Anne Webster

 Karin Winters
 Dr. Murray Smith Work
 Tommy H. Wright

 Trista A. Ybarra
 Felicia Yu

The new 4th edition of         
Biking and Hiking the 

American River Parkway is 
available at the Discovery Shop 

inside the Effie Yeaw Nature 
Center, and selected local 

www.arnha.org


